Trump acquires naming rights for Sardy Field
Billionaire megalomanic promises casino, expanded private jet service
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The man who will likely be leading the U.S. next January has made a huge step toward taking
Aspen’s air travel services into the future.
Donald J. Trump has acquired the naming rights for the Aspen-Pitkin County Airport in
exchange for a generous donation of $12 billion toward an environmental assessment, new
terminal building, and a casino at what will be formerly known as Sardy Field.
The newly donned “Trump Steaks Field at Aspen” will see a massive overhaul, engorging the
diminutive airport and transforming it into an international air-travel hub.
Two new expanded runways are included in the deal, and will cater solely to large, private jets,
possibly in the range of the Boeing 777 model. The runways will be dyed bright orange, to
mirror Trump’s yam-like hue.
“We feel that this donation will help create an airport worthy of the avarice that is Aspen,” said
Joe Flamingo, county puppeteer. “The much-wider runway will help us offer enhanced service to
our larger private jets, benefitting everyone from Texas oil billionaires to New York hedge
funders. Thankfully, the days of affordable Aspen are over.”
Trump, a presidential hopeful and bankruptcy expert, plans to line the baggage claim area with
slot machines, a take-out Hooters kiosk, and a special photo booth that allows visitors to take a
picture with the “Donald” as a keepsake to remember their Aspen vacation.
A gondola system is also envisioned to bring
guests from the airport to Aspen, helping to
alleviate traffic issues. Each car will be outfitted
with a stripper pole to provide entertainment for
guests on the 25-minute ride into the city.
“I create jobs. There will be roughly 40 single
mothers in the valley who will now have gainful
employment,” Trump said. “Nobody cares more
about women’s rights than me.”
Airport officials said Thursday that Air Force One, which sources in Washington say will be
renamed “Hair Force One” once Trump is elected, will be a common site over Pitkin County.
Plans are also underway for yet another runway in the Snowmass-Maroon Bells Wilderness.
“The last thing anyone wants to do is walk down that trail with a bunch of bunny-huggers,”
Trump said. “Hiking is for losers, in fact, once I’m elected I’ll outlaw hiking. Let’s see how
those smug environmentalist pricks like that.”

Construction on the 132,000 square-foot terminal and massive runways is slated to begin on
Nov. 9, just hours after Trump makes his inevitable presidential acceptance speech.
“Aspen is a great place. Once I heard I won the local straw poll, which is no joke, I knew that I
should make my mark there,” he said.
Trump is also seeking naming opportunities elsewhere in the Roaring Fork Valley. He has
already approached Carbondale about placing a statue depicting himself as a Roman god in the
town’s roundabout, and Glenwood Springs concerning the design of the Grand Avenue Bridge,
which would be shaped like his penis.
But Colorado Department of Hauling (C’DOH) engineer Moore Roundabouts feels the bridge
design would not be long enough to do the trick.
“I’m not sure that model could stretch that far, let alone across the width of a soup can,” he said.
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